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BLANKET EXCLUSIONS, ANIMUS, AND THE FALSE POLICIES THEY PROMOTE

Catherine L. Carpenter*

INTRODUCTION

Saying something is true does not make it so. And saying it louder does not make it truer. But such is the legislative posture behind modern day sex offense registration laws that punish sex offenders1 because of entrenched myths that overstate the laws’ positive impact on public safety2 and exaggerate recidivism rates of

* The Honorable Arleigh M. Woods and William T. Woods Professor of Law, Southwestern Law School. My thanks to Southwestern students Luis Cortes-Ruiz for his leadership in research on blanket exclusions, Elena Cordonean for her deep dive into moral panics, and Jomari Lucero for the additional research he provided. I also wish to thank Janice Bellucci, Executive Director of Alliance for Constitutional Sex Offenses (ACSOL) for her tireless effort on behalf of registrants, Carlton Morse for his original research that prompted this article, and Ira and Tara Ellman, whose groundbreaking work on deciphering recidivism rates has been a game changer on sex offense laws. Finally, my gratitude extends to the Southwestern Law Review for its work and attention to the piece.

1 “Sex offender” is a ubiquitous but misleading and damaging term. It connotes a permanent characteristic of a person who has committed a crime categorized as a sexual offense. It carries demonstrably false connotations and causes irreparable harm to the reputations of those so labeled. See Mary Katherine Huffman, Moral Panic and the Politics of Fear: The Dubious Logic Underlying Sex Offender Registration Statutes and Proposals for Restoring Measures of Judicial Discretion to Sex Offender Management, 4 Va. J. Crim. L. 241, 247 (2016) (arguing that the term “sex offender” is a developed stereotype that reflects public opinion rather than evidence-based facts correlated with people that have perpetrated sex offenses”). Although this article employs the term within certain contexts, the article frequently uses phrases such as “a person who has committed a sexual offense,” “registrant,” or “registered citizen.”

2 See J.J. Prescott, Do Sex Offender Registries Make Us Less Safe? Regulation 35, no. 2 (2012): 48-55, http://repository.law.umich.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=articles (asserting that registration schemes serve to decrease public safety, not enhance it); Doron
offenders.\textsuperscript{3} And it is not only registration schemes themselves that have been scaffolded by these myths, but numerous ancillary laws that exclude benefits to offenders strictly because they have committed sex offenses.\textsuperscript{4}

Despite empirical studies to the contrary,\textsuperscript{5} legislatures persist in the assertion these offenders must be singled out for harsher treatment because their convictions portend future dangerousness.\textsuperscript{6} The basis for this assertion is the wildly familiar perception, but wholly inaccurate finding that sex offenders

Teichman, Sex, Shame and the Law: An Economic Perspective on Megan’s Law, 42 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 355, 408-08 (2005); accord Does #1-5 v. Snyder, 834 F.3d 696, 704, 705 (6th Cir. 2016) (“Tellingly, nothing the parties have pointed to in the record suggests that the residential restrictions have any beneficial effect on recidivism rates.”); see also Kirsten Zgoba, Philip Witt, Melissa Dalessandro, and Bonita Veysey, Megan’s Law: Assessing the Practical and Monetary Efficacy 2. The Research & Evaluation Unit Office of Policy and Planning New Jersey Department of Corrections, (2008), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/225370.pdf (“Given the lack of demonstrated effect of Megan’s Law on sexual offenses, the growing costs may not be justifiable.”).\textsuperscript{3} See Declaration of R. Karl Hanson, Doe v. Harris, No. 3:12-cv-05713-THE, 2013 WL 144048 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 7, 2012), https://www.eff.org/files/filenode/024_hanson_decl_11.7.12.pdf; see also Does #1-5 v. Snyder, 834 F.3d 696, 704 (6th Cir. 2016) (highlighting several studies that reject the prevailing view that those convicted of sex offenses recidivate at a much higher rate than the rest of the prison population).\textsuperscript{4} See infra Part I (offering a sample of legislation with blanket exclusions that block those who commit sex offenses from receiving these benefits).\textsuperscript{5} See infra Part II.B (reviewing empirical studies that support the proposition that those who commit sex offenses recidivate at lower rates than other felons); see also Amanda Petteruti and Nastassia Walsh, Registering Harm: How Sex Offenses Fail Youth and Communities, JUSTICE POLICY INSTITUTE (2007) at 12, HTTP://WWW.JUSTICEPOLICY.ORG/UPLOADS/JUSTICEPOLICY/DOCUMENTS/WALSH_ACT.PDF (reporting 61 studies that found that recidivism rates of non-sexual offenders were much higher than sexual offenders).\textsuperscript{6} See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 12-12-902 (2003) (“The General Assembly finds that sex offenders pose a high risk of reoffending after release from custody, that protecting the public from sex offenders is a primary governmental interest, that the privacy interest of persons adjudicated guilty of sex offenses is less important than the government’s interest in public safety, and that the release of certain information about sex offenders to criminal justice agencies and the general public will assist in protecting public safety”); see also IDAHO CODE ANN. § 18-8302 (2004) (“The legislature finds that sexual offenders present a significant risk of reoffense.”); MISS. CODE ANN. § 45-33-21 (West Supp. 2008) (“The Legislature finds that the danger of recidivism posed by criminal sex offenders and the protection of the public from these offenders is of paramount concern and interest to government.”). And it is not only a modern view. In 1947, the myth of high recidivism rates provided support for California’s first registry. See Barrows v. Municipal Court, 464 P.2d 483 (1970) (explaining California Penal Code Section 290 was created to assure that persons convicted of [sexual offenses] shall be readily available for police surveillance at all times because the Legislature deemed them likely to commit similar offenses in the future”) (emphasis added).
recidivate at rates that are “frightening and high.”7 Ira and Tara Ellman’s article, *Frightening and High: The Supreme Court’s Crucial Mistake About Sex Crime Statistics*, exposes the faulty and scant data that was used by the Supreme Court in two decisions8 to promote this inaccurate view.9

Faulty data is not relegated to adult offenders. Flawed statistics also provided the impetus to place child offenders on the registry. Noted scholar and researcher, Franklin Zimring, traced the claim of high recidivism rates among child offenders to a 1993 study conducted by an inexperienced and ill-equipped Task Force that included “387 unproven assumptions about adolescent behavior, dangerousness, appropriate justice system responses, and the impact of various interventions on long-term development and life opportunities.”10

Sadly, this sticky, but false, narrative has provided the animus that galvanized implementation and notification regimes. And in its most recent chapter, the narrative has been formalized into blanket exclusions – or what this article

7 See Ira Mark Ellman & Tara Ellman, “Frightening and High”: The Supreme Court’s Crucial Mistake About Sex Crime Statistics, 30 CONST. COMMENTARY 495 (2015) (disputing the validity of the term by tracing its origin to a wholly inaccurate citation by the United States Supreme Court). For a critical review of a state court’s use of the term, see State v. Chapman, 2020 WL 3354362, at *10, ___ N.W.2d ___ (Iowa 2020). Appel, J., (concurring specially) (scolding his fellow justices for having adopted the phrase without independent research, writing, “Embarrassingly, the “frightening and high” risk of recidivism has been totally eviscerated subsequent to McKune and Smith. The source of the statement was run into the ground by scholars Tara and Ira Mark Ellman”).


9 Not surprisingly, the term “frightening and high” caught on. See Ira Mark Ellman & Tara Ellman, “Frightening and High”: The Supreme Court’s Crucial Mistake About Sex Crime Statistics, 30 CONST. COMMENTARY 495, 497 (2015) (revealing that “a Lexis search of legal materials found that phrase in 91 judicial opinions, as well as briefs in 101 cases”). The Ellmans were not alone in their criticism of the underlying data used to support the false narratives. See Heather Ellis Cucolo and Michael L. Perlin, The Strings in Books Ain’t Pulled and Persuaded, How the Use of Improper Statistics and Unverified Data Corrupts the Judicial Process in Sex Offender Cases, 69 CASE W. RES. 637, 639-40 (2019) (“The premises of judges’ decisions related to the assessment of who is a sexually violent predator are built on houses of cards that could and should crumble quickly if we dispassionately examine the underlying statistics and data.”).

10 See Franklin Zimring, An American Travesty: Legal Responses to Adolescent Sex-Offending 2
calls “all except for” provisions – that have inserted into a myriad of criminal justice reform efforts. *The effect?* Registrants and their families have been prohibited from broad-based and important ameliorative changes to the carceral state, many to which they should be entitled, and to which they are denied only because of their status as registrants.\(^{11}\)

There is no doubt that the country is on the precipice of change. At all levels of government, we are witnessing reforms in incarcerating\(^ {12}\) and policing policies.\(^ {13}\) Too slowly, it has dawned on us the seriously negative consequences of mass incarceration, propped up by decades of retributive policies,\(^ {14}\) monetary bail requirements,\(^ {15}\) three strikes laws,\(^ {16}\) and lengthy prison sentences.\(^ {17}\)

The bill has come due and we can no longer afford it.\(^ {18}\)

---

\(^{11}\) See *infra* Part I (listing reform efforts across the country that have purposefully excluded registrants).

\(^{12}\) See *infra* notes x to x [note to SW staff reference around starting around fn 14]


\(^{14}\) *See, e.g.*, Alfred Blumstein, *Dealing with Mass Incarceration*, 104 MINN. L. REV. 2651, 2655-60 (2020) (recounting the contributing factors to the increase in incarceration rates); *see also* Chrysanthi Leon, David L. Burton & Diana Alvare, *Net-Widening in Delaware: The Overuse of Registration and Residential Treatment for Youth Who Commit Sex Offenses*, 17 WIDENER L. REV. 127, 128 (2011) (“Nationally, these largely unopposed general sentencing policies, as well as those focused on sex offenders, have led to spectacular growth in the imprisonment of adult sex offenders since the 1980s, even though crime rates have generally declined.”).


\(^{18}\) A pivotal point of reckoning at the damage caused by mass incarceration occurred for California prisons in 2011. *See* Brown v. Plata, 563 U.S. 493 (2011) (condemning the overcrowded conditions of California prisons). Delaware was another state with an overincarcerated population. *See Department of Justice Press Release, https://news.delaware.gov/2019/02/18/rm/* (reporting that Delaware’s incarceration rate was 756 per 100,000 people, as compared to the national average of 698 per 100,000).
The era of criminal justice reform did not happen overnight, but changes have been sweeping and with bipartisan support rarely seen these days on other topics.\(^\text{19}\) Occurring at both the national\(^{20}\) and state level,\(^{21}\) reform efforts have resulted in a dizzying array of legislation to reclassify crimes to shorten prison time,\(^{22}\) provide parole\(^{23}\) and expungement opportunities,\(^{24}\) change
long-standing policies on monetary bail, and create reentry and diversion programs.

That is, all except for those who have been convicted of sex offenses.

Blanket provisions that exclude those who have committed sex offenses are commonplace in this era of reform, inserted into legislative reform regimes without much opposition or notoriety. Indeed, within comprehensive legislation covering numerous crime and sentencing reforms, these ubiquitous “all except for” provisions have the markings of boilerplate language that have been introduced even where the new legislation has no rational relationship to the protection of the public’s safety or the prior sex offense conviction.

Consider a small, but instructive, example: the crime of shoplifting. Until recently, California did not have a crime called

25 See e.g., Haw. House Bill 1552, 30th Leg., 2019 Reg. Sess. (setting bail under the least restrictive conditions with consideration of offense alleged, possible punishment upon conviction, and the defendant’s financial circumstances); S.B. 91, 29th Al. Leg. Ch. 36 SLA 16 (2016) (requiring bail release to be determined by a pretrial service officer using a risk assessment tool developed by the Department of Corrections).
26 See, e.g., C.S.H.B. 7125 (requiring the Department of Children and Families to provide rehabilitation programs to criminal offenders designated as sexually violent predators); Act No. 265, 2017 LA REG. SESS. (allowing people with drug-related convictions to receive public assistance through the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program (TANF)). Beyond the scope of this paper is the recent interest to provide disenfranchised felons the right to vote and to sit on juries.
27 Purposeful exclusion of registrants was never more explicitly stated than in a response to the FAQs distributed by the Judicial Council on the standing of registrants in California reform efforts. See Frequently Asked Questions, https://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/Prop47FAQs.pdf (announcing exclusions from reform for “[p]ersons with one or more prior convictions for offenses specified under Penal Code section 667(e)(2)(C)(iv)1 or for a sex offense that requires registration under section 290(c) are not eligible for the new misdemeanor, resentencing, or reclassification provisions of Proposition 47. Instead, those persons generally remain subject to punishment under traditional sentencing rules”); see also infra Part I (detailing the laws and “all except for provisions”).
28 See infra Part I (detailing the laws and “all except for” provisions).
29 In the early stages of drafting federal criminal reform, there was opposition to the “all except for” regulations. See Shon Hopwood, The Effort to Reform Federal Criminal Justice System, 128 YALE L.J. FORUM 791, 803 (2019) (recounting the argument that “[t]he First Step Act’s exclusions will negatively affect public safety because those who have committed violent crimes will not be incentivized to successfully complete meaningful rehabilitation programming”); see also id. at 811 (“The exclusions were a compromise to which many in the House quickly acceded--some Democrats included--even as the reform community pressed for reducing the exclusion list.”).
30 See infra Part I (detailing the laws and “all except for provisions”).
shoplifting. A petty thief who intended to steal upon entry of a commercial establishment in California was guilty of the more serious crime of burglary, punishable either as a felony or up to one year in county jail. In 2014, California voters ushered in the crime of shoplifting as part of “Prop 47,” a sweeping set of criminal justice reforms designed to reduce the ills of mass incarceration and reallocate money spent there to schools and other non-criminally related projects. Differentiated from burglary, shoplifting is charged where the intent upon entry of a commercial establishment was to steal less than $950, resulting in a punishment less severe if convicted. The new crime of shoplifting fit well into this paradigmatic shift because it carved out a less serious crime that would not necessarily require imprisonment. However, two classes of persons were excluded at the outset from receiving this potential benefit – habitual offenders and sex offense registrants.

It is not only in newly laws or downgraded felonies where registrants are excluded. In what is best described as a demonstration of governmental animus, registrants have also been excluded from receiving compensation from a state victim’s compensation fund, even where the compensation requested does not arise from circumstances of the crime the registrant had committed. That is the effect of this blanket exclusion: a one-size-fits-all punitive stance that deems all registrants unworthy of

33 See THE SAFE NEIGHBORHOOD AND SCHOOLS ACT, 2014 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 47 (ensuring that “prison spending is focused on violent and serious offenses, to maximize alternatives for nonserious, nonviolent crime, and to invest the savings generated from this act into prevention and support programs in K–12 schools, victim services, and mental health and drug treatment”).
34 CAL. PENAL CODE § 459.5 (2020) (“[S]hoplifting is defined as entering a commercial establishment with intent to commit larceny while that establishment is open during regular business hours, where the value of the property that is taken or intended to be taken does not exceed nine hundred fifty dollars ($950).”
35 CAL. PENAL CODE § 459.5 (2020) (“Shoplifting shall be punished as a misdemeanor, except that a person with one or more prior convictions for an offense specified in clause (iv) of subparagraph (C) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 667 or for an offense requiring registration pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 290 may be punished pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170).
36 See, e.g., CAL. GOV. CODE § 13956, subd. (c) (2020) (“(c)(1) (“In no case shall compensation be granted to an applicant pursuant to this chapter during any period of time the applicant is held in a correctional institution, or while an applicant is required to register as a sex offender pursuant to Section 290 of the Penal Code.”).
benefits from criminal justice reform, reintegration efforts, or compensation that is available to others.\textsuperscript{37}

And this is where the article starts. Part I of this article provides an overview of registration and notification schemes and offers a sampling of various criminal justice reform efforts across the country that have instituted blanket exclusions to bar sex offenders from benefits of the reform.

With an understanding of the blanket exclusion, Part II exposes its fundamental flaw. The section contends that “all-except-for” provisions rely on false assumptions and faulty data regarding a registrant’s future dangerousness, and consequently, they lack a rational relationship to a public safety interest. Rather, this section demonstrates that, without empirical support, these blanket exclusions are but another symbol of the societal panic that has gripped the country and the political pressures that have succumbed to it.\textsuperscript{38}

Building on accurate data regarding recidivism rates, Part III demands that we should no longer accept as the status quo meritless exclusions formed by governmental and community animus. Relying on recent judicial developments in the law, Part III urges that these laws should be struck under fourteenth amendment protections.

I. “ALL EXCEPT FOR” LAWS: BLANKET EXCLUSIONS BASED ON ANIMUS

The “all except for” provision to reform efforts is only one piece of a much larger tapestry that isolates and marginalizes those who have committed sex offenses. Historically, by definition and operation, registration and notification schemes were designed specifically to set apart these actors from their criminal counterparts.\textsuperscript{39} Its beginnings were undeniably checkered;

\textsuperscript{37} In an interesting article that examines the tension between our recognition that the criminal system is flawed and our certainty of the guilt of people who have experienced it, see Anna Roberts, \textit{Convictions as Guilt}, 88 \textit{Fordham L. Rev.} 2501 (2020).

\textsuperscript{38} See infra Part II (elaborating on the societal panic that shapes the conversation regarding those convicted of sex offenses).

\textsuperscript{39} See \textit{E.B. v. Verniero}, 119 F.3d 1077, 1098 (3d Cir. 1997) (“[R]egistration and carefully tailored notification can enable . . . those likely to encounter a sex offender to be aware of a potential danger and ‘to stay vigilant against possible re-abuse.’”) (quoting \textit{Artway v. Attorney General}, 81 F.3d 1235, 1264 (3d Cir. 1996)); \textit{Lee v. State}, 895 So. 2d 1038, 1040 (Ala. Crim. App. 2004) (“The Legislature finds that the danger of recidivism posed by criminal sex offenders and that the protection of the public from these offenders is a
Arguably the first registry was motivated by homophobia.\textsuperscript{40} Adopted in California in 1947, the earliest registry has been critiqued as a not-so-subtle attempt to target and criminalize the sexual conduct of gay men.\textsuperscript{41} But even with that unseemly historical context, the earliest registry, with eleven registrable offenses and no public notification,\textsuperscript{42} is a far cry from the breadth and scope of state registration schemes today, which are complex and mammoth, often including forty registrable offenses, residency and presence restrictions, GPS satellite monitoring, and frequent in-person registration.\textsuperscript{43}

The dramatic increase in the burdens associated with registration was not accidental. With support from two Supreme Court decisions in 2003,\textsuperscript{44} registration and notification laws have flourished modernly as civil regulatory measures, still expanding and largely unchecked.\textsuperscript{45} The Court’s limited jurisprudence on this paramount concern or interest to government.”’” (quoting ALA. CODE § 15-20-20.1 (1975))); State v. Sakobie, 598 S.E.2d 615, 617 (N.C. Ct. App. 2004) (recognizing that the purpose of the state’s sex offender registration law is “to prevent recidivism because ‘sex offenders often pose a high risk of [reoffense] . . . and protection of the public from sex offenders is of paramount governmental interest’”’ (quoting N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-208.5 (2003))).

\textsuperscript{40} See Emily Horowitz, \textit{Timeline of a Panic: A Brief History of Our Ongoing Sex Offense War}, 47 SW. L. REV. 33, 35-37 (2017) (referencing J. Edgar Hoover’s reign as FBI Director who warned of sex fiends in a memorandum); see also Johnson v. Dep’t of Justice, 60 Cal. 4th 871, 899 (Cal. 2015) (Werderger, J. dissenting) (recounting the origins of the registry, including its title of “Sex perversions,” which punished as a felony \textit{all} oral copulation, even that occurring between consenting adults”).

\textsuperscript{41} See Johnson v. Dep’t of Justice, 60 Cal. 4th 871, 900 (Cal. 2015) (Werderger, J. dissenting) (explaining that certain sexual crimes were enforced largely against homosexual acts, quoting one rationale at the time: “One reason given for this significant disparity in enforcement is that deviant heterosexual conduct is not viewed with the same distaste as is homosexual conduct by the public”’) (citations omitted); see also SOL RESEARCH, \url{http://www.solresearch.org/report/Origin_of_Registry#Ref_FN_1947_CA_SOR} (citing the annual report from the Los Angeles County Police Department showing that arrests for “homosexuality” were more than double that for other sexual assaults).

\textsuperscript{42} See SOL RESEARCH, \url{http://www.solresearch.org/report/Origin_of_Registry#Ref_FN_1947_CA_SOR}

\textsuperscript{43} See Catherine L. Carpenter and Amy Beverlin, \textit{The Unconstitutionality of Sex Offender Registration Laws}, 63 HASTINGS L. J. 1071, 1081-94 (2012) (detailing the increase in registrable offenses and consequential burdens).

\textsuperscript{44} See Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84 (2003) (determining that registration laws were regulatory, and not punitive, in nature) and Conn. Dep’t of Pub. Safety v. Doe, 538 U.S. 1 (2003) (affirming the right of states to post registrant’s information).

issue nonetheless delivered what I would describe as a one-two punch. In an opinion, from which twenty years of lower court decisions has flowed, \textit{Smith v. Doe} held that because sex offender registration laws are not punitive but regulatory in nature, constitutional protections such as \textit{ex post facto} or cruel and unusual punishment do not apply.\footnote{\textit{Smith v. Doe}, 538 U.S. 84 (2003).} In that same term, in a case that legitimized public notification under “Megan’s Law” websites, \textit{Connecticut Department of Public Safety v. Doe} held that procedural due process did not demand individualized assessment to disseminate registrants’ information to the community.\footnote{\textit{Smith v. Doe}, 538 U.S. 84 (2003).}\footnote{\textit{Smith v. Doe}, 538 U.S. 1 (2003).} Together these decisions “green lighted” the ensuing wave of increased governmental burdens and prohibitions protected by the label of civil regulation.

Nearly twenty years later, “\textit{super-registration schemes}” have become a staple for the carceral state.\footnote{\textit{Super registration schemes} is a term I coined in an earlier piece to describe the second generation of registration and notification schemes with its escalating burdens and demands. See Catherine L. Carpenter and Amy Beverlin, \textit{The Unconstitutionality of Sex Offender Registration Laws}, 63 HASTINGS L.J. 1071, 1073 (2012) (“[A] new breed has emerged – what this Article terms \textit{super} registration schemes – resulting from unchecked legislative action spurred on by emotionally charged rhetoric.”). The term has been picked up by advocates and scholars. \textit{See, e.g., Snyder v. Does, 2017 WL 695463 (U.S.) \text{	extit{#6}} (Over the last two decades, some states, including Michigan, have adopted increasingly harsh sex offender restrictions, described by some legal scholars as “super-registration” schemes.”); see also Guy Padraic Hamilton-Smith, \textit{The Digital Wilderness: A Decade of Exile & the False Hopes of Lester Packingham}, 24 TEX. J. C.L. & C.R. 25, 28 (2018); Colton Johnston, \textit{Luster v. State and Starkey v. Oklahoma: Modern Scarlet Letter Regulations and the Courts’ Cold Shoulder}, 92 DENV. U. L. REV. 613, 634, n. 213 (2015); Samantha R. Millar, \textit{Doe v. O'Donnell and New York’s Sex Offender Registration Act: The Problem of Continued Registration Under SORA After Leaving the State}, 38 CARDOZO L. REV. 337, 374, n. 216 (2016).\textit{}} A brief look at today’s registry paints a grim picture of a society intent on punishing and

requirements following the Supreme Court’s decisions). \textit{But see, e.g., Does #1-5 v. Snyder, 834 F.3d 696 (6th Circuit 2016) (distinguishing \textit{Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84} (2003) and overturning Michigan’s registration requirements).}

\textit{Since the opinion’s publication, Smith has been faithfully followed by federal and state courts. \textit{See, e.g., U.S. v. Wass, 954 F.3d 184, 190 (4th Cir. 2020)} ([\textit{Smith}] remains the law of this Circuit and compels the conclusion that “SORNA’s registration requirements, as applied to [Wass], do not violate the” \textit{ex post facto clause}”); \textit{U.S. v. Morgan, 255 F. Supp. 3d 221, 230-232 (D.D.C. 2017)} (relying on \textit{Smith} to find that the “failure to register” law was not punitive); \textit{U.S. v. Parks, 698 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir. 2012); U.S. v. Elkins, 683 F.3d 1039, 141 (9th Cir. 2012); State v. Hunt, 727 S.E.2d 584, 585-60 (2012)} (quoting \textit{Smith} throughout the opinion to hold that the statute was a civil regulation); \textit{State v. Worm, 680 N.W.2d 151 (Neb. 2004).\textit{}}}
ostracizing those who have committed sex offenses. Today, nearly one million people have been forced to register, obligated to meet onerous burdens and prohibitions on their housing, employment, education, and movement, and which deeply harms not only the registrant but family members as well. Professor Wayne Logan criticizes registration regimes as a governmental attempt “to use geographic limits to achieve social control goals.” If not guaranteeing physical banishment from the community, what has been achieved through these laws comes very close. The court in *Millard v. Rankin* summed it up well:

[Registrants] face a known, real, and serious threat of retaliation, violence, ostracism, shaming, and other unfair and irrational treatment from the public,

---

50 See, e.g., *Millard v. Rankin*, 265 F.Supp.3d 1211, 1214–17 (D. Colo. 2017) (describing in detail the burdens facing a registrant in Colorado attempting to meet the registry requirements); see also *In re Taylor*, 60 Cal. 4th 1019, 1023 (Cal. 2015) (“Blanket enforcement of the residency restrictions against these parolees has severely restricted their ability to find housing in compliance with the statute, greatly increased the incidence of homelessness among them, and hindered their access to medical treatment, drug and alcohol dependency services, psychological counseling and other rehabilitative social services available to all parolees . . .”).

51 Registry statistics are difficult to amass because of state reporting differences, but as of 2018, there were 904,001 on state registries. See Steven Yoder, *Why Sex Offender Registries Keep Growing Even As Sexual Violence Rates Fall*, THE APPEAL (2018), available at https://theappeal.org/why-sex-offender-registries-keep-growing-even-as-sexual-violence-rates-fall/ (providing a map of registrants by state); see also id.

52 For an examination of the depth of the burdens and restrictions registrants face, see Catherine L. Carpenter and Amy Beverlin, *The Unconstitutionality of Sex Offender Registration Laws*, 63 Hastings L. J. 1071, 1087-1100 (2012).

53 See e.g., Jill S. Levenson & Richard Tewksbury, *Collateral damage: Family members of registered sex offenders*, AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE (2009) (explaining that the family members of sex offenders suffer from employment limitations, housing concerns, subsequent financial problems, threats, harassment or property damage); Doron Teichman, *Sex, Shame, and the Law: An Economic Perspective on Megan's Laws*, 42 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 355, 415 (2005) (recounting a significant number of cases where offenders’ family members were harassed); Richard Z. Zevitz & Mary Ann Farkas, *Sex Offender Community Notification: Managing High Risk Criminals or Exacting Further Vengeance?*, 18 BEHAV. SCI. & L. 375, 383 (2000) (showing that two-thirds of offenders reported negative effects on the lives of their family members).


55 Banishment, either physical, or through isolation, was a staple of colonial punishments. See Toni Massaro, *Shame, Culture, and American Law*, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1880, 1913 (1991) (listing banishment among the favored colonial punishments); id. (“The aim was to make these offenders suffer permanent stigmas, which in effect cast the person out of the community.”).
directly resulting from their status as registered sex offenders, and regardless of any threat to public safety based on an objective determination of their specific offenses, circumstances, and personal attributes.\(^{56}\)

With this as our landscape, it is not surprising that legislatures have enacted reform efforts that specifically and intentionally exclude registrants. This section provides an overview – a snapshot if you will – of the various state-led “all except for” exclusions. What knits these unrelated laws together is animus toward the registrant. Not one demonstrates a rational relationship between the blanket exclusion and the state’s goal to protect the safety of the community.\(^{57}\) Instead, each law described below suffers from an important failing: each is wildly overinclusive and untethered to public safety concerns.

Primarily, reform efforts arise in two forms: automatic entitlement and allowance based on discretionary judicial review. Under new legislation that provides automatic entitlement, all registrants are categorically barred from receiving the benefit of reform even though, like their counterparts, they meet the other statutory requirements. Under statutes that incorporate discretionary judicial review to receive the benefit, registrants are even denied the opportunity to present the same evidence that their counterparts are able to show to receive the benefit.

There is another commonality among these blanket exclusions. Because they are overinclusive, the non-violent sex offender has become the casualty. Although the newly enacted laws focus most often on non-violent offenders, it appears that the term “non-violent” is in the eye of the beholder – in this case, the state legislatures. Despite their characterization as non-violent, non-violent sex offenses are routinely statutorily excluded from the reform efforts listed below.\(^{58}\)

---

\(^{56}\) 265 F.Supp.3d 1211, 1222-23 (D. Colo. 2017).

\(^{57}\) Not included in this section are exclusions that on their face ostensibly have a demonstrable (even if faulty) tie to public safety, such as licensure requirements or employment opportunities that arise in working with children. For the purpose of this argument only, this article does not contend otherwise.

\(^{58}\) In an interesting piece of legislative drafting, Idaho avoided the “non-violent controversy by making sexual offenses its own category. See Clean Slate bill, https://www.ktvi.com/article/news/local/capitol-watch/idaho-legislators-plan-to-introduce-clean-slate-bill-to-give-certain-felons-a-second-chance/277-ff5341ee-fab2-4313-810a-cf187f30ae5 (allowing felons convicted of non-violent and nonsexual crimes to petition the courts to seal their public records if they serve their total sentences and do not re-offend after
Think overinclusion. Think shoplifting.

Denial of sentence reclassification aka “Second Chance Acts.”

The landscape was ugly: prison populations were rising even as non-violent crimes were down. In response, initiatives developed to reclassify certain felonies, mostly drug related and theft, to misdemeanors in order to ameliorate rising prison populations and to target limited correctional resources more efficiently.

The message resonated with voters and legislators alike across the country. California serves as an excellent example when it implemented the Safe Neighborhood and Schools Act (“Prop. 47”), a legislative package that included reclassification provisions for non-serious and non-violent crimes. The Act also created new sentencing provisions which allows persons serving, or who have served, felony sentences to petition for a recall or resentencing. Same was true for Indiana where the new criminal code changed Indiana’s four classes of felonies to six levels, as well
as for Delaware where stakeholders came together to “propose Delaware’s most comprehensive criminal justice reform effort in decades.”

Yet, each of these comprehensive packages specifically excludes registrants from many benefits.

**Denial of good time credits.** To alleviate overcrowding, states introduced good time credits where inmates who have shown by conduct and attitude while in custody that the risk of offending has diminished are eligible for modification of their sentence. Yet, despite being model prisoners, all sex offenders are prohibited from seeking good time credits or risk having their credits reduced. And in a clear example of animus directed at registrants, even those who commit violent felonies in California may receive 15%...
conduct credit,\textsuperscript{70} while those who commit sex offenses may not receive any credit.\textsuperscript{71}

Denial of Parole. Given the impetus to reduce prison overcrowding, it makes sense that states have revamped the parole system to provide inmates with increased eligibility for early parole.\textsuperscript{72} Here, legislatures continue to contort the term “non-violent.” Recognizing that all sex offenses are not violent, some states have created a new category of exclusion for sex offenses specifically for the purpose of excluding them.\textsuperscript{73} Louisiana’s Senate Bill 139 is representative. It provides for parole reformation, and it removes barriers to successful re-entry for non-violent ex-felons, except for anyone convicted of a sex offense.\textsuperscript{74}

California presents a particularly egregious example of governmental interference. Although the ballot language of Prop. 57 authorized parole consideration for every person convicted of a nonviolent offense, that language was altered by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitations (CDCR), which added a measure to exclude all registrants, including those who had committed non-violent sex offenses.\textsuperscript{75} What constitutes non-violence is a line-drawing contest that is playing out in the California courts. The results to date have been unanimous – in each case appealed, the CDCR has lost.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{73} Id.
\textsuperscript{75} Jazmine Ulloa, Debate Over Sex Offenders Moves to Court as California Undertakes Prison Parole Overhaul, LOS ANGELES TIMES (May 22, 2017), \url{https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-prop-57-sex-offenders-lawsuit-20170522-story.html}
\textsuperscript{76} See In re Gadlin, 31 Cal. App. 5th 784 (Ct. App. Cal 2019) (review granted S260024) (finding that CDCR cannot exclude persons presently incarcerated for a nonviolent, non-sex offense, based upon a past sex offense.); see also Alliance for Const. Sex Offense Laws, Inc. v. CDCR 45 Cal. App. 5th 225, (Ct. App. Cal. 2020) (rev. granted S261362) (holding CDCR cannot exclude any person from early parole consideration based upon either a past sex offense conviction, or a present nonviolent sex offense conviction); In re Mohammad, 42 Cal. App. 5th 719 (Ct. App. Cal 2019) (rejecting CDCR’s claim to exclude persons when their primary offense as designated by the sentencing court is nonviolent); In re McGhee, 34
Denial of other benefits. Other benefits are lost to those who have committed sex offenses for no reason other than animus.\textsuperscript{77} Louisiana, for example, developed a substance abuse probation program that provides counseling and treatment for defendants with substance abuse disorders or with co-occurring mental illnesses. However, these provisions do not apply to anyone convicted of a crime of violence or a sex offense.\textsuperscript{78}

In Delaware, expungement is available through the petition process. Yet, even though the language of the bill builds in discretion in the petition process, it statutorily excludes most sex offenses from even that opportunity.\textsuperscript{79}

California’s Victim’s Compensation Fund offers another illustration of animus at work. In 2016, the California legislature reformed the Victim’s Compensation Fund to specifically exclude registrants from receiving compensation even if they fit other criteria of “victim.”\textsuperscript{80} At first blush, this “all-except-for” provision might make sense. A rapist should not be able to recover from the Victim’s Compensation Fund for having been injured by his victim during the assault. However, as is the failing of all blanket exclusions, the restriction is overly broad. It precludes an offender from ever recovering for injuries, even injuries unrelated to the crime for which the registrant was convicted. As one legislator put it, “The purpose of this bill [AB 1140] is to…deny compensation to registered sex offenders.”\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{77}See Colleen M. Berryessa, \textit{When A Sex Offender Wins the Lottery: Social and Legal Punitiveness Toward Sex Offenders in an Instance of Perceived Injustice}, \textit{25 Psychol. Pub. Pol’y & L.} 181 (2019) (addressing the animus felt toward registrants who are entitled to benefits). Beyond the scope of this paper, but worthy of continued examination is the prohibition of all felons to vote or to serve on juries, rights that are integral to productive reintegration into one’s community.
\textsuperscript{78}La. C. Cr. P. Art. 903.1 \textit{La. C.Cr.P. Art. 903.1}.
An incident in Oxnard California supports the legislator’s animus. A deadly boat fire killed 35. An registrant who lost family members in that fire was statutorily ineligible for recovery from the Victim’s Compensation Fund only because he had been convicted of a sex offense.

Finally, another snapshot of the laws reveal the obstacles registrants face upon reentry. Louisiana House Bill 681 lifts restrictions for people who were convicted for drug offenses from receiving welfare, cash and food stamps benefits, but does not extend to people who committed violent or sex offenses under Louisiana law. The irony cannot be lost that registration regimes which block gainful employment and limit housing also make it more difficult for registrants to receive subsidies.

II. FAULTY ASSUMPTIONS THAT DRIVE THE EXCLUSIONS

Categorizing groups of people or behaviors is a necessary and fundamental precept of legislative drafting, and flowing from the categorization, are often burdens conclusively bestowed on one group of people over another. In the case of registrants, the classification is based on faulty presumptions that group all registrants together as more likely to recidivate than their counterparts. Although legislative categorization is a staple of the drafting process, the Supreme Court cautioned in Stanley v Illinois, “Procedure by presumption is always cheaper and easier than individualized determination.”

83 See Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, No. 34-2020-00272598 (on file).
84 See LA H.B. 681, 2017 Regular Session, Section 1, 2017 Bill Text LA H.B. 681
85 See F.C.C. v. Beach Commc’ns, Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 313 (1993) (“In areas of social and economic policy, a statutory classification that neither proceeds along suspect lines nor infringes fundamental constitutional rights must be upheld against equal protection challenge if there is any reasonably conceivable state of facts that could provide a rational basis for the classification.”); see also id. at 314-15 (citing cases that upheld legislative classifications).
Unfortunately, that is the effect of this blanket exclusion. The “all except for” provision serves as an ill-fitting one-size-fits-all attempt to exclude all registrants from the benefits of reform.87 Faulty presumptions surrounding sex offense convictions have framed the question and delivered the answer: registrants are unworthy because they continue to be dangerous. What makes the presumption faulty – beyond the lack of individualized assessment – is that robust and valid empirical data refute the flawed message that all registrants recidivate at alarmingly high rates.

A. The Moral Panic that Overtakes the Conversation

That the myth of high recidivism rates persists is cause for circumspection. Before this part of the article delves into the empirical studies that refute the underlying premise for registration schemes, it is important to understand its stranglehold. Why, in the face of reputable statistics, does such a false message continue to resonate with the public and with a judicial body that values empiricism?

The answer is obvious, pervasive, and controlling. The country is suffering from what sociologists describe as a “moral panic.” It is a societal reaction that is wildly out of proportion to its factual predicate but is nonetheless stoked by elected officials, affirmed by courts, and relayed by the media.88 Rose Corrigan described the phenomenon in particularly vivid details. She wrote,

87 See, e.g., People v. Pollard, 54 N.E.3d 234, 247 (Ill. App. 2016) (acknowledging that “the SORA Statutory Scheme may be overinclusive, thereby imposing burdens on offenders who pose no threat to the public because they will not reoffend”); see also Rose Corrigan, Making Meaning of Megan’s Law, 31 LAW & SOCIAL INQUIRY 267 (2006) (observing that registration and notification schemes are overinclusive and consequently without true deterrent capability).

“Taken at face value, Megan’s Law sees a society in which sexual violence is rare, recognizable by its physical brutality, and perpetrated by mentally disturbed monsters who strike without warning or reason. This society needs no change, just better tools to control these individuals.”

This view of a dangerous world that needs to be controlled is impelled by societal fear. It is reminiscent of scholar Donna Coker’s statement on the concept of Crime Logic. Contained within the set of beliefs that animate our criminal processes is “a preference for removing individuals who have harmed others as though excising an invasive cancer from the body politic.”

The fear is palpable. As the court wrote in Millard v. Rankin, “The fear that pervades the public reaction to sex offenses—particularly as to children—generates reactions that are cruel and in disregard of any objective assessment of the individual’s actual proclivity to commit new sex offenses.”

Registrants are the target of today’s moral panic, but they are certainly not the first. Societal panics emerged during the HIV/AIDS epidemic directed at those with HIV, against juveniles...
who committed crime, and targeting those who peddled drugs. But, this moral panic is different according to sociologists. Unlike the others, this moral panic is not fleeting, but seems to gain ferocity with the passage of time.

What has become clear to sociologists is that no matter the subject matter or targeted group, moral panics generally include the following indices:

1) an elevated level of concern over the behavior of a particular group of people and the impact of that behavior on the society;
2) an escalated level of hostility towards the group of people that are engaging in the harmful or threatening behavior, who are stereotypically labeled as enemies of the law-abiding society;
3) a widespread agreement of members of the society that the threat posed by that group of people is real and serious;
4) the concern is blown out of proportion compared to the realistic appraisal of the threat, which is generally the result of presenting exaggerated numbers of crimes, victims, injuries, damages, deaths, etc.;
5) “volatility” of moral panics, causing them to burst suddenly and vanish, but not without generating fear and hostility, the so-called “cultural and institutional legacy.”

An interesting phenomenon occurs in a moral panic: the panic inspires and adopts faulty messaging. As noted by sociologist Kenneth Thompson, an inaccurately perceived threat or one that

94 Proposition 21, which passed in California in 2000, is an excellent example of the political move to treat juvenile offenders more harshly. See California Proposition 21, Treatment of Juvenile Offenders, BALLOTPEDIA, http://www.lao.ca.gov/ballot/2000/21_03_2000.html; TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 51.01 (West 2019) (noting the purpose of the Juvenile Justice Code is “to provide for the protection of the public and consistent with the protection of the public and public safety. . . to promote the concept of punishment for criminal acts”).
95 See, e.g., Kenneth Thompson, Moral Panics at 7 (citing British sociologist Jock Young, The Drugtakers: The Social Meaning of Drug Use, LONDON: PALADIN (1971)).
is blown out of proportion leads to the exaggeration and fabrication of statistics and stories designed to fuel the panic’s longevity. 98 He is not alone in arriving at this conclusion. Anthropologist Roger Lancaster wrote that the moral panic surrounding those who commit sex offenses gives rise to “bloated imaginings of risk, inflated conceptions of harm, and loose definitions of sex.” 99

These observations confirm that we are witnessing what psychologists call “Confirmation Bias,” which is “the tendency to acquire or process new information in a way that confirms one’s preconceptions and avoids contradiction with prior beliefs.” 100 That is not surprising when we consider the horrific high profile cases of serial child rapists seared into our minds: Jerry Sandusky, coach for Penn State football who was convicted of grooming and raping children, 101 John Couey, who brutally raped and murdered nine-year-old Jessica Lunsford for whom the California registry is named, 102 and Philip Garrido who kidnapped eleven-year-old

Jaycee Lee Dugard and held her hostage in plain sight for seventeen years.\(^\text{103}\) It is these “pictures in our heads” that shape and filter our view of the world.\(^\text{104}\) And if we layer images on top of images, as the media incorporate and reproduce narratives of high profile cases, it is no wonder that the public believes that everyone who commits a sex offense is a predator, and why false messaging of high recidivism sticks.\(^\text{105}\)

Because a moral panic inflates concepts of harm, a critical weakness is laid bare: society has no ability to distinguish true harm from that manufactured by the panic. As a consequence, the panic has ushered in zero tolerance policies leading to absurd results. For example, children are now labeled sex offenders\(^\text{106}\) for what a generation ago was called “playing doctor.”\(^\text{107}\) In what can

---

\(^{103}\) See Casey Glynn, Nancy and Philip Garrido Sentenced for Jaycee Lee Dugard Kidnapping, CBS NEWS (June 2, 2011, 1:56 PM), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/nancy-andphilip-garrido-sentenced-for-jaycee-lee-dugard-kidnapping; Marisol Bello, Questions Arise on Monitoring of Sex Offenders, ABCNEWS (Sept. 2, 2009), http://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=8470353 (criticizing the effectiveness of registration registries because Phillip Garrido was still able to hold Jaycee Dugard captive for seventeen years despite the fact that he was a registered sex offender subjected to repeated home visits by law enforcement).


\(^{105}\) For an excellent examination of what makes the public remember certain messaging, see CHIP HEATH & DAN HEATH, MADE TO STICK: WHY SOME IDEAS SURVIVE AND OTHERS DIE 8 (2007) (“By stick, we mean that your ideas are understood and remembered, and have a lasting impact—they change your audience’s opinion or behavior.”); id. at 16-17 (offering six reasons why an idea is remembered and has a lasting impact: (1) simplicity, where an idea is stripped to its essential meaning; (2) unexpectedness, which means that an idea should be counterintuitive to generate interest and curiosity; (3) concreteness, which demands that an idea be explained in terms of human action using concrete images; (4) credibility, which requires that the ideas or their agents carry authority and believability; (5) emotion, wherein the idea must tap into a human feeling; and (6) stories, which indicates that narratives help people respond quickly and effectively to the message”).


\(^{107}\) “Playing Doctor” describes healthy and normal exploration by children of each other’s genitals. See, e.g., Jose I. Concepcion, UNDERSTANDING PREADOLESCENT SEXUAL OFFENDERS, 78
only be described as ludicrous, the district attorney in Grant County, Wisconsin charged a six-year-old with a first degree felony for playing “butt doctor” with his five-year-old playmate. When pressed on the potential absurdity of the charge, the district attorney defended her actions with this response, “The legislature could have put an age restriction in the statute if it wanted to. The legislature did no such thing.”

Inability to distinguish the serious from the trivial among a range of illegal behaviors also mischaracterizes the degree of danger. It is what Lancaster describes as “blurring the difference between major and minor crimes, real and imaginary offenses, grievous injuries and social nuisance.” Indeed, the inability—or refusal—to focus on only true sexual violence has accounted for a registry that includes approximately 904,011 as of 2019, many of whom were convicted of non-violent sexual and even non-sexual offenses.

Two examples stand out. In both, the behavior was unlawful, but notwithstanding the panic’s hold, should not be characterized as sexual predatory behavior worthy of lifetime registration. The first scenario concerns the conviction of teenagers for engaging in voluntary sexual intercourse with girls.

---

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3665638
under a specified age. J.L., a fourteen year old boy, was convicted and required to register for life for having voluntary sexual intercourse with his twelve year old “girlfriend.” True, this kind of behavior is problematic and should not be rewarded, but to consider J.L.’s act an “aggravated sexual offense” calls into question the legitimacy of the very regime his acts triggered.

An equally difficult case to reconcile involves the registration for life of two eighth grade boys who played a cruel and aggressive prank on two sixth grade boys. The older boys held the younger boys down while each perpetrator sat on one boy’s face with their own pants down, all of this to the laughter of other eighth graders. As one boy admitted in interrogation, “I put my butt in his face.”

One must pause to recognize that this kind of activity – some might call it horseplay – airs in graphic detail on Reality Television. But assuming the acts qualified as criminal batteries, is this activity, which is seen by audiences to their delight, worthy of lifetime sex offender label and registration? Hardly. Yet, an inflated and distorted view of what constitutes sexual harm led the New Jersey court to draw exactly that conclusion.

For a panic to take hold, it is not enough that there are legal decisions that affirm the public’s view of the danger. In any moral panic, it takes other actors to spread it. Historian Philip Jenkins traces the spread of moral panics to nearly identical messaging from political leaders and the media. The panic is

114 People ex rel. J.L., 800 N.W.2d 720, 721 (S.D. 2011).
115 See S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 22-22-1 (2020) (defining rape as “an act of sexual penetration accomplished with any person . . . if the victim is less than thirteen years of age”).
117 Id. at 942-44.
118 Id. at 944.
120 Id. at 945-47 (concluding that the boys’ actions were registration-worthy and required lifetime registration).
121 Id.
122 Philip Jenkins, MORAL PANIC: CHANGING CONCEPTS OF THE CHILD MOLESTER IN MODERN AMERICA 6-7 (1998); see also Heather Ellis Cucolo and Michael L. Perlin, “They’re Planting Stories In The Press”: The Impact Of Media Distortions On Sex Offender Law And Policy, 3 U. DENV. CRIM. L. REV. 185 (2013 (examining the role of the media in perpetuating the myth).
fueled by inflammatory rhetoric and graphic storylines involving children victims.\textsuperscript{123} It will come as no surprise that in passing Megan’s Law, senators who spoke in favor of its passage supported their vote with a vivid and disturbing story of sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{124} The natural reaction for politicians to exploit the high profile case was confirmed in a fascinating study conducted of 61 policymakers across the country who sponsored sex offense bills.\textsuperscript{125} Survey results revealed that lawmakers admitted that their bills were most often inspired by a high profile case that grabbed state or national headlines.\textsuperscript{126}

This is not by happenstance. Emotionally laden rhetoric drives a moral panic. \textit{Ideal Victims and Monstrous Offenders}, which tracked the public discourse around sex offenses in the LA Times from 1990-2015, contended that “sexual predator” became an overused term to describe all sexual offenses, violent or not, and predatory or not.\textsuperscript{127} Emotionally laden rhetoric also sustains

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{123} See B. Drummond Ayres, Jr., \textit{California Child Molesters Face Chemical Castration}, THE NEW YORK TIMES (August 27, 1996) (quoting California State Assemblyman Bill Hoge, “What we’re up against is the kind of criminal who, just as soon as he gets out of jail, will immediately commit this crime again at least 90 percent of the time”); JUSTICE POLICY INSTITUTE, REGISTERING HARM: HOW SEX OFFENSES FAIL YOUTH AND COMMUNITIES 12 (reporting that U.S. Representative Ric Keller (R-FL) stated, “The best way to protect children is to keep child predators locked up in the first place, because someone who has molested a child will do it again and again and again”); id. at 6 (contending that media reports of sexual offenses increased between 1991 and 1999 even as statistics on those crimes fell). For an interesting analysis of media reporting, see Stanley Cohen, \textit{Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Mods and Rockers} at 1, ROUTLEDGE CLASSICS (1972) https://infodocks.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/stanley_cohen_folk_devils_and_moral_panics .pdf (observing that there are three stages of reporting that help fan the flames in a societal panic: exaggeration and distortion, prediction, and symbolization).


\textsuperscript{125} See Michelle Meloy, Kristin Curtis, and Jessica Boatwright, \textit{Policy Makers’ Perception of Sex Offenders, Sex Crimes, and Sex Offender Legislation}, 40 CRIMINAL JUSTICE & BEHAVIOR 438 (2013).

\textsuperscript{126} Id. at 443 (2013).

\textsuperscript{127} Rebecca A. DiBennardo, \textit{Ideal Victims and Monstrous Offenders: How the News Media Represent Sexual Predators}, SOCIUS (2018), https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2378023118802512 (“There is increasingly myopic focus on the ‘predator’ as personifying the danger to [communities] . . . the predator template [has become] more and more central to how we think and talk about sexual violence.”).
\end{flushleft}
the moral panic, as observed by sociologists who were questioning why the panic surrounding sex offenders had yet to wane.128

One cannot also underestimate the ferocity of a moral panic. Mary Huffman paints a vivid picture: “[W]hat started as a pure worry about a particular group of people is increasing with such severity that boundless fear directed at the scourged no longer bears any relation to an actual threat.”129 Fear-laden messaging that morphs into governmental sanctioned legislation comes at a tremendous cost to those targeted in a moral panic. Registrants are ostracized and vilified and left without an opportunity for meaningful reintegration into society.130 Sociologist Cohen called those targeted in a moral panic “the folk devils,” perceived to be the manifestation of evil threatening the community.131 To combat the “folk devils,” the panicked citizens create an infrastructure of harsher sentences, targeted isolation, community vigilantism, and bars to reentry programs.132

129 Mary Katherine Huffman, Moral Panic and the Politics of Fear: The Dubious Logic Underlying Sex Offender Registration Statutes and Proposals for Restoring Measures of Judicial Discretion to Sex Offender Management, 4 VA. J. CRIM. L. 241, 246 (2016).
130 Although determining them to be constitutional, even courts reviewing the first generation of registration schemes acknowledged the devastating impact on offenders. See, e.g., Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. at 99 (“It must be acknowledged that notice of a criminal conviction subjects the offender to public shame, the humiliation increasing in proportion to the extent of the publicity. And the geographic reach of the Internet is greater than anything which could have been designed in colonial times.”); see also Young v. State, 806 A.2d 233, 249 (Md. 2002) (“Being labeled as a sexual offender within the community can be highly stigmatizing and can carry the potential for social ostracism.”); Ray v. State, 982 P.2d 931, 936 (Idaho 1999) (“[R]egistration brings notoriety to a person convicted of a sexual offense [and] does prolong the stigma attached to such convictions.”); Doe v. Pryor, 61 F. Supp. 2d 1224, 1231 (M.D. Ala. 1999) (“Community notification under the Act will seriously damage [a registrant’s] reputation and standing in the community.”); Neal v. Shimoda, 131 F.3d 818, 829 (9th Cir. 1997) (“We can hardly conceive of a state’s action bearing more ‘stigmatizing consequences’ than the labeling of a prison inmate as a sex offender.”).
131 Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Mods and Rockers at 1, ROUTLEDGE CLASSICS (1972), https://infodocks.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/stanley_cohen_folk_devils_and_moral_panics.pdf

The latter is what happened to Eric Haskett, a twenty-eight year old man whose only mistake was to fall asleep for a few moments outside his date’s home because he had arrived to o early to pick her up.\footnote{Id.} As Lancaster wrote of the incident, “This innocent napping was to set in motion a chain reaction involving snoopy neighbors, community vigilantes, the Internet, various modes of lives-they’re-meant-to-protect (“[T]he internet has turned these registries into modern-day scarlet letters, leading to harassment and even vigilantism.”).
surveillance (some plainly un-lawful), local police investigators, and no fewer than three FBI agents.”

Before the confusion had cleared, three separate law enforcement agencies had investigated, neighborhood emails had circulated regarding sightings of Haskett, and Haskett had been advised to leave the area. A disturbing takeaway from this event is that imagined threats take precedence over discerning the truth in this moral panic. Witness the defiance of the group think on display as neighbors displayed a lack of remorse in their misidentification of Haskett and their role in the ensuing troubles that befell him. Although mischaracterizing Haskett’s actual behavior, one woman defended the actions of the community with this ominous threat, “Don’t mess with suburbia because we will chew you up and spit you out.”

Yes, it appears we are in the throes of a moral panic. Certainly, all the signs point to one: the weight of the infrastructure we have built to punish and ostracize offenders, the inability to admit the ineffectiveness of registries, the especially harsh treatment all offenders face post-prison, and the obstacles we have erected to bar their reintegration. Only with this appreciation can we understand the depth of resistance to empirical data that upends the status quo. And only with this appreciation can we understand why it is so difficult for the public to let go of the false messaging.

B. The Real Data

Statistics play the leading role in registry analysis. In effect, their use serves as a legal crystal ball; we rely on the numbers to assess future dangerousness of a specific part of the offending population.

---

139 Id.
141 Id; see also Doron Teichman, Sex, Shame and the Law: An Economic Perspective on Megan’s Laws, 42 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 355, 387 (2005) (analyzing the role the community plays in these non-legal shaming laws).
142 Id.
No doubt, one could examine the use of statistical evidence with a jaundiced eye. It harkens back to the famous quote, “There are lies, damned lies, and statistics.” Despite their alleged malleable nature, statistics play an important role in the law because they “summarize and clarify the nature of our complex society.” If we are concerned by their ability to manipulate the message, Professor Joel Best tells us the solution is “not to give up on statistics, but to become better judges of the numbers we encounter.”

And that is where the tension lies. Competing statistics often fight for supremacy in the message. Consider for a moment the role that statistical evidence played in the establishment of the registration and notification regime. Even before the United States Supreme Court weighed in on the constitutionality of registration schemes, the stage was set in New Jersey. A terrifying event for any parent to imagine—seven-year-old Megan Kanka was lured into the home of her neighbor one afternoon where she was brutally raped and murdered. This horrifying tragedy motivated what became known as Megan’s Law—the first community notification statute in the country.

Such a legislative reaction is not unusual. A high-profile and senseless murder naturally demands action. What is confusing however, were the empirical studies used as foundation for

---


145 Id. at 6.


147 See Doe v. Poritz, 662 A.2d 367, 372 (N.J. 1995) (“On October 31, 1994, a group of bills concerning sex offenders became law. They are generally referred to as “Megan's Law,” named after the second female child abducted, raped, and murdered during the prior year.”).
launching the notification regime. In determining that registration and notification statutes were constitutional, the New Jersey Supreme Court in Doe v. Poritz endorsed studies that reported recidivism rates of sex offenders at upwards of 40% to 52%.\footnote{148 Doe v. Poritz, 662 A.2d 367, 374 (N.J. 1995) (detailing at the outset of the opinion high recidivism to support the need for a registration scheme).} But, in approximately the same timeframe, the Bureau of Justice Statistics reported a far different conclusion: “Of the 9,691 male sex offenders released from prisons in 15 States in 1994, 5.3% were rearrested for a new sex crime within 3 years of release.”\footnote{149 See Patrick A. Langan & David J. Levin, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, RECIDIVISM OF PRISONERS RELEASED IN 1994 (2002)) available at \url{https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/rpr94.pdf}.} And in a companion study tracking 272,111 former inmates who were discharged in 1994, the study found that the lowest re-arrest rates were for those previously convicted of murder or rape, while the highest recidivism rates were for offenders previously convicted of property crimes.\footnote{150 See State v. O’Hagen, 881 A.2d 733, 744 (N.J. S. Ct. App Div. 2005) (reporting findings that those who commit sex offenses reoffend at a much lower rate than those who commit property crimes).} Other studies during roughly the same timeframe also support low recidivism rates;\footnote{151 See Kelly K. Bonnar-Kidd, Sexual Offender Laws and Prevention of Sexual Violence or Recidivism, 100 AM. J. PUBLIC HEALTH 412 (2010).} New York reported a recidivism rate of 2.1%; Arizona 5.5%, and Ohio 8%.\footnote{152 Id.}

Conflicting statistical evidence took center stage in the Sixth Circuit in 2016 when it grappled with recidivism rates that were in contradiction to those claimed by the Supreme Court. As noted earlier, in 2003, the Supreme Court in Smith asserted that sex offenders recidivate at rates that are “frightening and high.”\footnote{153 See supra notes x to x and accompanying text on Smith. Even prior to Smith, lower courts had relied on similarly inflated numbers. See, e.g., Neal v. Shimoda, 905 F. Supp., 818, 819 (D. Ct. Haw. 1995) (“Research has also shown that the rate of recidivism among untreated sex offenders is high being between 60-80 percent and that incarceration without treatment tends to increase the offenders’ propensity to reoffend.”).} By comparison, in 2016, the accuracy of the Smith assessment was questioned by the Sixth Circuit in Does #1-5 v. Snyder;\footnote{154 834 F.3d 696 (2016).} the court writing, “The record below gives a thorough accounting of the significant doubt cast by recent empirical studies on the
pronouncement in *Smith* that “[t]he risk of recidivism posed by sex offenders is ‘frightening and high.”

How do we reconcile these vastly different pictures painted by the statistics? On the one hand, according to *Poritz*, and later reaffirmed in *Smith*, those who commit sex offenses reoffend at much higher rates than their criminal counterparts. The ability to predict future dangerousness because of those statistics became the prime justification for registration laws - although fidelity to that premise is in serious doubt given the lack of effectiveness of the registry. On the other hand, two decades of study, as referenced in *Snyder* offer a very different conclusion: registrants recidivate at much lower rates than is believed.

Which message is accurate? Professor Ira Ellman, author of *Frightening and High,* argues that the key to assessing statistical validity lies in asking the correct questions and tracking the

---

155 Id. at 704 (citing a study by Lawrence A. Greenfield, *Recidivism of Sex Offenders Released from Prison in 1994*; see also United States v. Keboe, 570 U.S. 387, 396 (2013) (acknowledging a study by R. Tewsbury, W. Jennings, & K. Zgoba that “sex offenders have relatively low rates of recidivism”). For a supporting view, see Center for Sex Offender Management, *Myths and Facts About Sex Offenders*, Dep’t of Justice http://www.csom.org/pubs/mythsfacts.html (refuting the prevailing view that sex offenders reoffend at higher rates; U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Criminal Offender Statistics, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/crimoff.htm# (reporting statistics that demonstrate adult sex offenders do not recidivate at higher rates than other criminal offenders)).

156 For a look at early case language, see E.B. v. Verniero, 119 F.3d 1077, 1097 n.17 (3d Cir. 1997) (“Heinous crimes have been committed against children after release from incarceration.”); State v. Druktenis, 86 P.3d 1050, 1068 (N.M. Ct. App. 2004) (“[S]ex offenders pose a significant risk of recidivism.”); State v. Sakobie, 598 S.E.2d 615, 617 (N.C. Ct. App. 2004) (“The purpose of [the state’s sex offender registration law] is to prevent recidivism because ‘sex offenders often pose a high risk of [reoffense] and protection of the public from sex offenders is of paramount governmental interest.’” (quoting N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-208.5 (2003))).

157 See supra note 2. (Note to staff it is the effectiveness footnote) See infra notes x to x.; see also Ryan W. Porte, *Sex Offender Regulations and the Rule of Law: When Civil Regulatory Schemes Circumvent the Constitution* 45 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 715, 727 (2018) (quoting Roger Przybylski, Dep’t of Just., *Recidivism of Adult Sexual Offenders, Sex Offender Management Assessment and Planning Initiative* (2015) that, “Research comparing the recidivism rates of sex offenders with those of non-sex offenders consistently finds that sex offenders have lower overall recidivism rates than non-sex offenders”) Application to File Amici Curiae Brief and Brief of Amici Curiae of Nineteen Social Scientists and Law Scholars in Support of Petitioner Gregory Gadlin, 2020 WL 560078 *21-22 (Ca. 2020) (concluding that registrants recidivate at lower rates than their counterparts in a detailed review of data on 33,113 prisoners released from California prisons in 2019).

159 See supra note x (Note to staff, Ellman article note 7-8?) and note x (in this part).
relevant pool to predict future danger. His guidance to better statistical understanding is laid out in amici briefs on behalf of law professors and social scientists where he served as the primary author. Common themes emerge from his analysis of published studies: ensuring valid results requires a nuanced assessment of the group to be tracked, and tracking must include all relevant, but often overlooked, populations.

The pool matters. Just because a study tracks “sex offenders” does not necessarily ensure an accurate snapshot of their future dangerousness. That is because sex offenders are not a homogeneous unit. Grouping them all together produces misleading results on their future dangerousness. Put bluntly by Professor Ellman, “an average re-offense risk across all registrants is no more likely to fit the individual registrant than would the group’s average shoe size.” Dr. Kruegar and Mr. Shainfield agree, “Collapsing all sex offenders together into a single category and making generalizations about this diverse range of offenders is likely to result in substantial mischaracterization regarding the risk of re-offending for many of these individuals.” To put this into concrete terms, the moniker “sex offender” applies equally to the violent and non-violent, as well as to those who have committed non-sexual offenses but who are required to register as “sex offenders.” That last point – that non sexual offenders are on the registry – only amplifies its bloated and disconnected reach.

161 In addition to Professor Ellman and myself, amici includes law professors and social scientists who engage in research on the subject. See Application to File Amici Curiae Brief and Brief of Amici Curiae of Nineteen Social Scientists and Law Scholars in Support of Petitioner Gregory Gadlin, 2020 WL 560078 *7 (Ca. 2020) (“This application is on behalf of nineteen scholars across six disciplines whose work includes leading empirical studies of persons convicted of sexual offenses and the laws applied to them.”); accord Brief of 17 Scholars Who Study Sex Offenses as Amici Curiae in Support of Appellee and Supporting Affirmance, 2018 WL 369399 (Ct. App. Colo. 2018); Brief of Scholars Whose Work Includes Sex Offense Studies as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioner, 2018 WL 2717694 (2018).
163 Adam Shajnfeld & Richard B. Krueger, Reforming (Purportedly) Non-Punitive Responses to Sexual Offending, 25 DEV. MENTAL HEALTH L. 81, 83 (2006); see also Keith Soothill, Sex Offender Recidivism, 39 CRIME & JUST. 145, 158 (2010) (criticizing the statistical error that occurs when extrapolating a large finding from a specific pool).
164 The inclusion of non-sexual offenders is one of the hardest concepts for any lay audience to grasp to whom I make presentations around the country. But it symbolizes the overbreadth and reach of a registration regime that has grown unchecked. See, e.g., Does #1-4 v. Snyder,
A point often overlooked is that the term “sex offenders” reflects a different population than the term “registrants,” although most people reviewing the statistical results assume the terms – and therefore the pools – are the same. Professor Ellman highlighted this misconception when he reviewed a Bureau of Justice study.165 There, “sex offenders” was the term used in the highlighted Bureau of Justice study, and although the resulting 5% may appear to be a low statistic, even that reported result may have been inaccurately high.166 *The reason?* In that particular study, “sex offenders” were primarily adult, male, violent offenders released from state prisons. While that is a valuable group to track, they comprise only a portion of those placed on the registry, many of whom, as is later discussed, do not reoffend.167

In another deep dive, Professor Ellman examined a study used by the *Smith* Court to support lifetime registration, and not surprisingly, he found that the summary of the study upon which the Court had relied, mischaracterized the findings. Extrapolating the value of lifetime registration for all registrants from this study was misleading because the study had only examined a small subset of a registrant population to confirm its findings.168

**Juveniles.** Another common oversight but one that alters the findings dramatically, is the failure to include juveniles who are required to register as adults. Their exclusion from statistical results distorts those results because their presence on a state

932 F.Supp.2d 803, 807-08 (E.D. Mich. 2013) (involving 1990 conviction of defendant who robbed the manager of a fast food restaurant and threatened to kidnap his 12-year-old son); *see also* Rainer v. State, 690 S.E.2d 827 (Ga. 2010) (regarding a nineteen year old male who robbed a seventeen year old female drug dealer); People v. Fuller, 756 N.E.2d 255, 257 (Ill. Ct. App. 2001) (concerning the poor fortune of Mr. Fuller who stole a van from a parking lot with two children in the backseat).

166 *Id.*
167 *Id.* at 15 (“In other words, the study did not examine the re-offense rates of “child molesters,” much less of all registrants, but rather of a small and atypical subgroup, incarcerated in a special facility designed for sexual offenders who presented a particularly high risk.”). *See also* Application to File Amici Curiae Brief and Brief of Amici Curiae of Nineteen Social Scientists and Law Scholars in Support of Petitioner Gregory Gadlin, 2020 WL 560078 *24 (Ca. 2020) (criticizing CDRC results and finding “for a three-year sexual re-offense rate of 1.7%, following release”).
registry is not insignificant and because their reoffense rate is very low.\(^{169}\)

Although numbers are difficult to pin down,\(^{170}\) experts report approximately 20%-25% of the registry is filled with juveniles who must register as adults.\(^{171}\) Dr. Michael Caldwell's review of twenty-two studies found a juvenile recidivism rate of less than 5%. In one study of 11,219 juvenile sex offenders, the mean sexual recidivism rate was slightly higher at 7% but was still six times lower than the general recidivism rate of 43%.\(^{172}\) Other studies similarly have found that child sex offenders do not recidivate at the rates imagined by the public,\(^{173}\) and when children do reoffend, they likely do so for motivations other than serial predatory tendencies.\(^{174}\) Zimring's research found that “juveniles with

\(^{169}\) Amy E. Halbrook, Juvenile Pariahs, 65 HASTINGS L. REV. 1, 13-15 (2013) (reporting on numerous studies that show that juvenile sex offenders recidivate at very low rates).

\(^{170}\) See Catherine L. Carpenter, Throwaway Children: The Consequences of a False Narrative, 45 SW. L. REV. 41, 467, n.33 (2016) (recounting an interview conducted with the author, Nicole Pitman, formerly at Human Rights Watch who estimated that 25% of the registry was comprised of juvenile offenders, but noting the difficulties in arriving at accurate numbers because of the various ways that states approach registration of juvenile offenders); see also HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, RAISED ON THE REGISTRY: THE IRREPARABLE HARM OF PLACING CHILDREN ON SEX OFFENDER REGISTRIES IN THE U.S. 17 (2013), available at http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/us0513_ForUpload_1.pdf (describing the different approaches that states take to juvenile registration).

\(^{171}\) See id.; see also David Finkelhor, Richard Ormrod & Mark Chaffin, Juveniles Who Commit Sex Offenses Against Minors, Juvenile Justice Bulletin, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Dep’t of Justice, at 3 (Dec. 2009) https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/227763.pdf (reporting that “juvenile offenders comprise…25.8% of all sex offenders”)

\(^{172}\) See Michael F. Caldwell, Juvenile Sex Offenders, CHOOSING THE FUTURE FOR AMERICAN JUVENILE JUSTICE 7 (D. Tanenhaus & F. Zimring eds., 2014).

\(^{173}\) See In re J.B., 107 A.3d 1, 13 (Pa. 2014) (endorsing report that “the recidivism rate for juvenile sexual offenders to commit another sexual offense is less than two percent.”); see also Nicole Pittman & Quyen Nguyen, A Snapshot of Juvenile Sex Offender Registration and Notification Laws: A Survey of the United States 6 (2012), available at http://www.njnj.org/uploads/digital-library/SNAPSHOT_web10-28.pdf (reporting the findings of studies compiled by Professor Franklin E. Zimring revealing that over 92% of all individuals who committed a sex offense as a juvenile did not commit another sex offense); see also id. (citing a study by Dr. Elizabeth Letourneau that found a recidivism rate of less than 1%); Janis F. Bremer, Juveniles who Engage in Sexually Hurting Behavior — A Restorative Justice System, 32 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 1085, 1087 (2006) (reporting on a study conducted in 1996 of 1600 child sex offenders that found a recidivism rate of 4%); Rick McElfresh, Jiuhui Yan, & Anne Janku, JUVENILE OFFENDER RECIDIVISM REPORT 5 (2009) (finding that juvenile sex offenders had the lowest rate of recidivism among juvenile offenders).

\(^{174}\) See, e.g., Franklin E. Zimring, et al., Investigating the Continuity of Sex Offending: Evidence from the Second Philadelphia Birth Cohort, 26 JUST. Q. 58, (2009); INDIANA DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS, JUVENILE RECIDIVISM RATES (2008),
sexually based police contacts had a high volume of non-sex contacts and a low rate of sexual recidivism during their juvenile careers, and an even lower likelihood of continuing their sexual offending behavior into adulthood.”

To put the absence of juvenile registrants into perspective, tracking results are suspect when 20% of a registry is not factored into the statistical analysis to determine future dangerousness, and that this particular 20% has very low reoffense rates.

*Studies that only track those released from prison.* It is misleading to only track those offenders who are released from prison in an attempt to extrapolate future dangerousness as to all registrants. That is because a state’s registry includes many persons who never went to prison, either because they were placed on probation or served time in the county jail. As Professor Ellman illustrates with the Colorado registry, juveniles and those whose registerable conviction was a misdemeanor make up nearly 25% of Colorado registrants.176 The absence of these registrants, who are not likely to reoffend, skews the results of prediction.

*Years from the registering offense.* One statistical fact that has emerged from the studies is that reoffense rates of registrants – no matter the seriousness of their crime – steadily declines over the years.177 “Whatever a registrant’s risk level at the time of his or her release, the probability of re-offending declines every year he or she remains at liberty without having re-offended... [E]ven those who present a high re-offense risk at the time of their release become low risk after enough years at liberty without re-offending.”

http://www.in.gov/idoc/files/2008JuvRecidivismRpt.pdf, (reporting that juvenile sex offenders in Indiana were less likely to recidivate than nonsexual offenders); RICK MCELFRISH, JIAHUI YAN & ANNE JANKU, JUVENILE OFFENDER RECIDIVISM REPORT 5 (2009) (finding that juvenile sex offenders had the lowest rate of recidivism among juvenile offenders).


This statistical fact alone should animate all aspects of the conversation. Armed with the knowledge that reoffense rates decline precipitously with the offender’s age, the one-size-fits-all approach on future dangerousness is suspect. And if suspect, then blanket rules affecting all registrants including “all except for” provisions should be eliminated.

The hidden reality of ineffectiveness. Buried beneath the infrastructure of registration and notification schemes is the open secret shared by social scientists: registration and notification schemes are ineffective. Amanda Agan summed it up well after conducting myriad of empirical tests from different angles and across numerous states, “I find little evidence to support the effectiveness of sex offender registries, either in practice or in potential.” Agan is joined by J.J. Prescott & Jonah E. Rockoff who separated their research into the effectiveness of registration and the effectiveness of notification. “Importantly, we detect no evidence that notification laws curtail crime by reducing recidivism among convicted sex offenders; the estimated effect of notification is actually weaker when a state applies the law to a large number.”

III. DEMANDING CHANGE UNDER THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

Challenging sex offense registration and notification laws under the Fourteenth Amendment has been a herculean task, one that, unsurprisingly, has been met with only modest success. Yet, as registration and notification schemes continue to grow dramatically with an ever more pervasive and punitive reach, it is time to ask whether there is still a rational relationship between

179 Amanda Y. Agan, Sex Offender Registries: Fear without Function?, 54 J. L. & Econ 207, 208 (2011); see also id. at 235 (“This pattern of noneffectiveness across the data sets does not support the conclusion that sex offender registries are successful in meeting their objectives of increasing public safety and lowering recidivism rates”).
181 Id. at 192; see also Asmara Tekle-Johnson, In the Zone: Sex Offenders and the Ten-Percent Solutions, 94 IOWA L. REV. 607, 612-13 (2009) (recognizing that “there is no evidence proving the effectiveness of [sex offender residency restrictions]”).
182 See In re Taylor, 60 Cal. 4th 1019 (Cal 2015) (overturning San Diego’s blanket residency restrictions based on substantive due process); see also Millard v. Rankin, 265 F.Supp.3d 1219 (D. Colo. 2017) (invalidating Colorado’s registration scheme on a number of constitutional bases including substantive due process).
these laws and public safety claims. It is time to question whether these decisions should continue unchecked when they are driven by naked animus.

In an earlier article, I posed the question: “Is the time ripe for a successful due process challenge?”183 I argued that substantive due process was a fitting challenge to irrational sex offense legislation, and further that I was hopeful such a successful challenge was on the horizon.184 The year was 2012. It turned out I was wrong – at least on the second point. A successful due process challenge was not on the horizon. However, I was not wrong on the first point. A substantive due process challenge remains a fitting challenge to animate the conversation of the extent to which the government may use its official powers to deny its citizens of essential aspects of life that others enjoy.

So, that is where this article lands. In this section, I argue that blanket exclusions are a denial of substantive due process because of arbitrary and capricious governmental action that is perpetrated only by full-throated animus. Although recognizing that the climb for such an argument is steep, recent judicial developments, modest in number but not in impact, suggest substantive due process may provide registrants with a viable path for relief.

Substantive due process was “intended to secure the individual from the ‘arbitrary exercise of the powers of the government,’”185 but its extent has been the subject of considerable debate.186 The difficulty lies on two interwoven fronts: the scope of substantive due process and the test for its review. Successful substantive due process challenges have generally required strict scrutiny analysis, which are triggered only by a fundamental

---

184 Id. at 1124 (“Given the far ranging burdens of super-registration schemes, a compelling argument can be made that... governmental conduct no longer comports with fairness and decency.”).
185 Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516, 527 (1884) (attributing the phrase to Bank v. Okely, 17 U.S. 235, 244 (1819)). For other early references of the quote, see Johnson v. Ballanyte, 30 P. 760, 761 (1892); accord State v. Loomis, 22 SW. 350, 351 (Mo. 1892).
interest. I say “generally” because there have been notable exceptions.\textsuperscript{187}

Yet, its limiting principle is clear. Signaling extreme reluctance to expand notions of substantive due process, the Court, in \textit{Washington v. Glucksberg},\textsuperscript{188} held firmly to the belief that “fundamental rights are those which are, objectively, ‘deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition,’ and ‘implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.’”\textsuperscript{189} Despite the extreme burdens they face, constitutional challenges by registrants have only been met with stony silence.\textsuperscript{190}

It is not difficult to understand why registrants have largely failed in the courts. Without a fundamental interest to anchor strict scrutiny analysis, conventional thinking suggests that the traditional rational basis test offers little hope for registrants. A traditional rational basis review generally presumes that legislation is constitutional provided it bears a rational relationship to the legislative purpose.\textsuperscript{191} Indeed, quite cynically declared by one legal scholar, the rational basis test was “tantamount to declaring the legislation was constitutional.”\textsuperscript{192}

But there looms an additional obstacle to a successful challenge. Generally, the government “has no obligation to produce evidence to sustain the rationality of a statutory

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (rejecting Texas’s argument on why sodomy laws met the rational basis test); see also In re Taylor, 60 Cal. 4th 1019 (Cal. 2015) (overturning San Diego residency restrictions using rational basis review).
\item Id. at 721 (quoting Moore v. City of E. Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494, 502 (1977)); see also Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 92 (1972) (“The question is not merely the ‘weight’ of the individual’s interest, but whether the nature of the interest is one within the contemplation of the ‘liberty or property’ language of the Fourteenth Amendment.”).
\item See, e.g., Connecticut Dep’t of Pub. Safety v. Doe, 538 U.S. 1, 8 (2003) (Scalia, J., concurring) (“Absent a claim (which respondent has not made here) that the liberty interest in question is so fundamental as to implicate so-called “substantive” due process, a properly enacted law can eliminate it.”); see also Doe v. Moore, 410 F.3d. 1337, 1345 (11th Cir. 2005) (“A state’s publication of truthful information that is already available to the public does not infringe the fundamental constitutional rights of liberty and privacy.”).
\item See, e.g., Heller v. Doe, 509 U.S. 312, 319 (1993) (“[A] classification neither involving fundamental rights nor proceeding along suspect lines is accorded a strong presumption of validity.”); State v. Letalien, 985 A.2d 4, 12 (Me. 2009) (“A statute is presumed to be constitutional and the person challenging the constitutionality has the burden of establishing its infirmity.”).
\item Scott H. Bice, \textit{Rationality Analysis in Constitutional Law}, 65 \textit{Minn. L. Rev.} 1, 3-4 (1980).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
classification.” Instead, the burden rests with the complainant to “negative every conceivable basis which might support it.” So cemented is this view that the Supreme Court underscored it with this statement, “In other words, a legislative choice is not subject to courtroom fact-finding and may be based on rational speculation unsupported by evidence or empirical data.” Moreover, because the legislature does not have to articulate its reasons for enacting a statute, the Court finds it irrelevant for constitutional purposes whether the conceived reason for the challenged distinction actually motivated the legislature. Criticizing this posture, one commentator wrote, “[O]nly under the rational-basis test do judges routinely decide cases on the basis of government-favoring speculation and conjecture rather than admissible evidence. . . . Only under the rational-basis test do judges expressly refuse to inquire into the true ends that legislation is calculated to achieve.”

At first blush, blanket exclusions look like such a legislative choice – sex offenders are differentiated from other felons for benefits to which others are entitled. Arguably that is the legislative choice. When combined with the panic that has enveloped the laws’ development, employing a “relatively relaxed standard” that does not demand governmental evidentiary burden dooms the challenge. The reason is clear: courts have been able to opt out of the scrutiny needed to question whether the


194 See Lehnhausen v. Lake Shore Auto Parts Co., 410 U.S. 356, 364 (1973) (emphasizing that those attacking the rationality of a legislative classification have the burden “to negative every conceivable basis which might support it”).


197 Evan Bernick, Subjecting the Rational Basis Test to Constitutional Scrutiny, 14 GEO. J.L. & PUB. POL. 347, 348 (2016) (citing Litigation Without Adjudication to critically evaluate the deferential posture of courts in their examination of legislation) (citation omitted).


199 See, e.g., State v. Smith, 780 N.W.2d 90, 96 (Wis. 2010) (upholding offender’s registration for non-sexual crime because it is “rationally related to the state’s legitimate interest in protecting the public, including children, and assisting law enforcement”); (Lee v. State, 895 So. 2d 1038, 1044 (Ala. Crim. App. 2005) (“The question is whether the regulatory means chosen are reasonable in light of the nonpunitive objective”); People v. Malchow, 714 N.E.2d 583, 589, 673 (Ill. App. 1999) (“There is a direct relationship between the registration of sex offenders and the purpose served by the Registration Act, the protection of the public, and we find nothing unreasonable in the statute’s method of serving its purpose.”).
laws are actually rationally related to the policy they are designed to serve.200

A. Unreasonableness and Arbitrariness

Even within the current structural hierarchy of judicial review, a deferential rational basis test is not without limitations on legislative action.201 Justice Werderger so emphasized when she dissented in Johnson v. Department of Justice:

[D]eferential as it is, [the rational basis test] nevertheless requires real scrutiny of the relationship between a classification and the possible legislative goals. We have described the necessary inquiry into that relationship as a serious and genuine one, in which the court seeks plausible reasons for the classification, resting on a reasonably conceivable factual basis.202

Justice Werderger was correct. And so was Judge Batchelder in Does #1 - 5 v. Snyder when she refused to insulate the government from producing evidence to support its extensive residency and presence restrictions, writing, “Intuitive as some may find [the policy for these laws], the record before us provides scant support for the proposition that SORA in fact accomplishes its professed goals.”203 Scant is a revelatory term. Used again a short time later in the opinion, the Snyder opinion called into question the presumption of legislative validity that cloaks the government’s failure to produce sufficient evidence to show a

---

200 See Randy E. Barnett, Why Popular Sovereignty Requires the Due Process of Law to Challenge "Irrational or Arbitrary Statutes, 14 GEO. J.L. & PUB. POLY 355 (2016) (denouncing as undemocratic the policy of judges to abdicate their roles to evaluate legislation).
201 See, e.g., Lambert v. California, 355 U.S. 225, 228 (1957) (striking California’s “failure to register” law because it did not include a scienter requirement); Does #1-5 v. Snyder, 834 F.3d 696 (6th Cir. 2016) (striking residency restrictions using rational basis review); cf. Garnett v. State, 632 A.2d 797, 824 (Md. 1997) (Bell, J., dissenting) (advocating to strike legislative enactment of strict liability statutory rape because it violates due process). For an interesting examination of the potential (and lost) legacy of Lambert, see Cynthia Alkon, The Lost Promise of Lambert v. California, 49 STET. L. R. 267 (2020).
203 Does #1-5 v. Snyder, 834 F.3d 696, 704 (6th Cir. 2016) (emphasis added).
rational purpose. Powerful was the admonition to the State of Michigan, the court rebuked the State when it wrote, “Nor should [the jurisprudence] be understood as writing a blank check to states to do whatever they please in this arena.” It is reminiscent of the Supreme Court’s own admonishment to the government in *Gonzales v. Carhart*, “Although we review congressional factfinding under a deferential standard. . . [t]he Court retains an independent constitutional duty to review factual findings where constitutional rights are at stake.”

In a striking about-face, Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel filed an amicus brief in support of petitioners. In agreement with the court, the brief stated, “SORA’s burdensome requirements and its devastating consequences for noncompliance are untethered to the purpose of protecting the health and safety of the public.”

Despite general deference to the legislature, *Snyder and Carhart* remind us of the importance of judicial oversight. Indeed, legislation should fail when it cannot withstand examination of the reason for the governmental intrusion. *Lawrence v. Texas*, a landmark Fourteenth Amendment case, serves as the leading example. In one declarative swoop, the Court struck Texas’ sodomy law, writing, “The Texas statute furthers no legitimate state interest which can justify its intrusion into the personal and private life of the individual.”

Think arbitrary. Think shoplifting.

---

²⁰⁴ *Id.* at 705 (“A regulatory regime that severely restricts where people can live, work, and ‘loiter,’ that categorizes them into tiers ostensibly corresponding to present dangerousness without any individualized assessment thereof, and that requires time-consuming and cumbersome in-person reporting, all supported by—at best—scant evidence that such restrictions serve the professed purpose of keeping Michigan communities safe, is something altogether different from and more troubling than Alaska’s first-generation registry law”) (emphasis added); *see also* Doe v. Miami Dade Cnty, 846 F.3d 1180 (11th Cir. 2017) (concluding that plaintiffs demonstrated sufficiency in their complaint that highly restrictive residency restrictions did not support public safety objectives).


²⁰⁸ *Id.* at *444.


²¹⁰ *Id.* at 578.
Arbitrariness is key to a successful due process challenge. In re Taylor may be instructive on the development of such an argument challenging “all-except-for” provisions.211 In striking down blanket residency restrictions in San Diego, the California Supreme Court concluded, “[The law] thus has infringed their liberty and privacy interests, however limited, while bearing no rational relationship to advancing the state’s legitimate goal of protecting children from sexual predators, and has violated their basic constitutional right to be free of unreasonable, arbitrary, and oppressive official action.”212

Who the petitioners were in Taylor matters - all were on active parole.213 Yet, despite their status, and even employing the rational basis test, the California Supreme Court declared the San Diego residency restrictions arbitrary and unreasonable governmental action.214 True, the right of privacy is deemed a fundamental right under the California constitution and could have been used to trigger a strict scrutiny analysis of the restrictions.215 Nevertheless, the court avoided the thorny question of whether to implicate a fundamental right in its analysis by declaring, “We are persuaded that blanket enforcement of the mandatory residency restrictions . . . cannot survive even the more deferential rational basis standard of constitutional review.”216

Interestingly, the term substantive due process is nowhere to be found in the Taylor opinion. Instead, and quite artfully, the court emphasized the concept of liberty217 and injected language of arbitrariness employed under the rational basis test218 to reject the blanket residency restrictions.219 Weaving the two themes together, the court wrote, “[A]ll parolees retain certain basic rights

211 In re Taylor, 60 Cal. 4th 1019 (Cal. 2015) (overturning blanket residency restrictions in San Diego County based on a substantive due process challenge).
212 Id. at 1023.
213 Id.
214 Id.
215 See CA. CONST. ART. 1, § 1 (“All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.”) (emphasis added).
216 Id. at 1038.
217 Id. at 1037 (“[T]he liberty of a parolee . . . includes many of the core values of unqualified liberty” and his or her “condition is very different from that of confinement in a prison.”) (citation omitted).
218 Id. at 1038 (“Moreover, well-settled authority establishes that every parolee retains basic constitutional protection against arbitrary and oppressive official action.”).
219 Id.
and liberty interests, and enjoy a measure of constitutional protection against the arbitrary, oppressive and unreasonable curtailment of “the core values of unqualified liberty” even while they remain in the constructive legal custody of state prison authorities until officially discharged from parole.\textsuperscript{220}

The underlying reasoning of \textit{Taylor} harkens back to Justice Kennedy’s opinion in \textit{Lawrence}, where he accomplished what few have done. He removed the artificial barriers that separated three interrelated categories of protection: substantive due process, procedural due process, and equal protection to overturn a Texas law prohibiting sodomy. The groundbreaking case is filled with bold assertions of Fourteenth Amendment protections – in particular, liberty, but interestingly, without referencing a specific clause in it or particular elements of it.\textsuperscript{221}

But it cannot go without comment that \textit{Lawrence} also foreshadowed the burdens of registration and notification schemes, which the Court upheld as constitutional in the same term as \textit{Lawrence}. Only in retrospect was its full import noted when Justice Kennedy wrote:

\begin{quote}
The stigma the Texas criminal statute imposes, moreover, is not trivial. Although the offense is but a minor misdemeanor, it remains a criminal offense with all that imports for the dignity of the persons charged, including notation of convictions on their records and on job application forms, and registration as sex offenders under state law.”\textsuperscript{222}
\end{quote}

To be sure, \textit{Lawrence} is different. The population is not the convicted. The liberty interest to be protected – benefits of criminal justice reform efforts – are not guaranteed. Yet, there is guidance to be gleaned from \textit{Lawrence}. Like \textit{Taylor} after it, opinion drafting is enlightening. Whether the Court employed a deferential rational basis test or one “with bite,”\textsuperscript{223} it recognized that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{220} \textit{Id.} at 1042 (citations omitted); see also Millard v. Rankin, 265 F.Supp.3d 1211 (D. Colo. 2017) (overturning Colorado’s registration schemes on several constitutional grounds including substantive due process).
\item \textsuperscript{221} \textit{Lawrence} v. Texas, 538 U.S. 558 (2003).
\item \textsuperscript{222} \textit{Id.} at 560.
\item \textsuperscript{223} For analysis of the levels of scrutiny, see Maxwell L. Stearns, \textit{Obergefell, Fisher, and the Inversion of Tiers}, 19 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 1043 (2017) (suggesting that there are five tiers of scrutiny).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
unreasonableness of the Texas’s legislative action controlled the constitutional outcome. Indeed, so dismissive of any possible rationale for the law, the opinion offers one sentence: “The Texas statute furthers no legitimate state interest which can justify its intrusion into the personal and private life of the individual.”

Although the opinion as crafted had its detractors, the decision breathed life into the historical view that the Fourteenth Amendment as a whole “ha[d] transformed America by providing the basis for the creation of a much more just and inclusive society.”

On that, the parallel seems clear. The Fourteenth Amendment’s overarching theme must be respected. Whether we are informed by Lawrence or Taylor, governmental intrusion that does not have a rational connection to its public purpose should stand. As this article has demonstrated, the “all except for” provision is an arbitrary exercise of governmental power because there is no plausible explanation for excluding all registrants from all benefits of criminal justice reform.

B. The Role of Animus

Without accurate empirical evidence to bolster the exclusion, the emptiness of the State’s argument must be revealed for what it is: boilerplate language designed to feed the community’s panic. What we are left with is animus. On that topic, Randy Barnett writes, “It cannot be enough that a legislature claims its acts are within one of its just powers. Such an inquiry must include the question of whether such an assertion is being made in good faith.”

But, because illicit motives might be difficult for the challenger to prove, Barnett argues that arbitrary and irrational decisions serve as evidence of bad faith decision making.

The moral panic surrounding sex offenses is our lens through which we must judge whether there is bad faith decision making.

---

224 Lawrence v. Texas 538 U.S. at 578.
225 See, e.g., Jeremy B. Smith, The Flaws of Rational Basis with a Bite: Why the Supreme Court Should Acknowledge its Application of Heightened Scrutiny to Classifications Based on Sexual Orientation, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 2769 (2006);
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It is frustrating to identify discriminatory governmental behavior but not believe there is a legal path to rectify it. In *Romer v. Evans*, we find that path.\(^{229}\) Although it was an equal protection challenge, the Court’s language transcends that narrow analysis: even under a rational basis review, laws based on animus will not survive constitutional scrutiny.\(^ {230}\) “[Amendment 2’s] sheer breadth is so discontinuous with the reasons offered for it that the amendment seems inexplicable by anything but animus toward the class it affects; it lacks a rational relationship to legitimate state interests.”\(^ {231}\)

Legitimizing private animus should not be condoned. That is the lesson from *Palmore v. Sidoti*, which found a constitutional violation when a family law judge adopted the community’s bias regarding interracial marriage.\(^ {232}\) It raises the question to what extent moral panic targeting registrants has morphed a community’s private animus into legislative enactments.

More egregious than the government adopting private bias is the government purposely intending to cause harm to a group of people. There too, the Court has been fixed and resolved. It struck down a federal food stamp program provision that was specifically altered to deny benefits to groups of unrelated people living together, the Court.\(^ {233}\) “The legislative history underlying the change indicated that that amendment was intended to prevent so called ‘hippies’ and ‘hippie communes’ from participating in the food stamp program.”\(^ {234}\) Despite a rational basis review, Congressional animus controlled the result.

Think animus. Think Victim’s Compensation Fund. The comment reported earlier in this article from a California legislator illustrates well the animus directed at a group of people: “The

---

\(^{229}\) 517 U.S. 620 (1996).

\(^{230}\) *Id.* at 632 (acknowledging deference under the rational basis test for the validity of legislation but admonishing that “Amendment 2 fails, indeed defies, even this conventional inquiry”); *see also id.* at 634-35 (citations omitted) (“[T]he constitutional conception of ‘equal protection of the laws’ means anything, it must at the very least mean that a bare ... desire to harm a politically unpopular group cannot constitute a legitimate governmental interest.”).

\(^{231}\) *Id.* at 632.

\(^{232}\) *Palmore v. Sidoti*, 466 U.S. 429 (1984); *see also City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., Inc.*, 473 U.S. 432 (1985) (holding government adoption of private animus against the mentally ill to be unconstitutional).

\(^{233}\) 413 U.S. 528 (1973).

purpose of this bill [AB 1140] is to . . . deny compensation to registered sex offenders. 235

CONCLUSION

Blanket exclusions are but a small piece of a larger tapestry of legislative and community animus targeting registrants. Fueled by inaccurate data and community panic, “all except for provisions” only further punitive measures designed to isolate and marginalize this community. Saying something is true does not make it so. And saying it louder does not make it truer.

235 Sen. Com. on Pub. Safety, AB 1140, as amended May 28, 2015, p. 2.)